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OUR FEDERAL BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT utilizes three mechanisms for funding research designed to increase knowledge related to stroke and trauma to the nervous system. The first mechanism would be center programs targeted toward a designated goal. A second would be individually initiated research. Both of these are conditional gifts awarded to an institution or an individual on behalf of an investigator. The conduct of the investigation is not the responsibility of government and the principal investigator must develop internal mechanisms to assure adequate progress in his research. A third mechanism is the use of contracts which are task oriented projects with clearly defined goals and timetables supervised by federal employees. Compliance with specifications is the responsibility of government officials.

Which of these three funding mechanisms returns most for the taxpayer's investment — a large number of small awards to individuals pursuing endeavors which spring from their own initiative, or fewer large awards made to teams which have been assembled for the purpose of answering carefully defined hypotheses? The former allows an individual to pursue his own research questions, while the latter requires a group of investigators to coordinate activities with one another and proceed together toward a common goal. Do basic scientists achieve more when functioning independently (individual grantees) or in conjunction with clinical investigators (program projects)?
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It would seem reasonable to expect that such important policy questions would have been answered long ago by analyses by our colleagues employed by the federal government, and if not by them, by social scientists. One is therefore extremely surprised to discover that although the subject excites continuing debate, the questions have not been addressed in depth. 1 Furthermore, systematic attempts to gather the necessary data have been frustrated, perhaps in part, by the suspicion that the sum total of much time and effort may end with equivocal results and only enhance divisiveness in the research community.

As a consequence, the individuals in charge of setting up biomedical research portfolios have chosen the prudent course of balancing their investments just as one might do with one's own capital, selecting dependable blue chips for the majority of their investment with few, if any, rapid growth risks. In this regard, the peer review system has come to be a major influence fostering this conservatism perhaps so much so that it discourages novel ideas and inventiveness. A researcher whose ideas deviate too much from the thinking of his peers in review sections will not be funded. Yet our nation has been built by independent thinkers beginning first with the founding of our government, and then by a succession of experimentalists such as Franklin with his kite, Fulton on the Hudson, McCormick on the Prairie, Edison in Menlo Park, and those two bicycle repairmen from Akron at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. Despite obstacles, our best researchers still have this innovative urge and need to understand. After all, why would they choose a career with such uncertain rewards if they did not. However most researchers are becoming frustrated and some discouraged by increasing difficulties with funding.

It is our perception that there has been a fundamental change in the mechanics of research. Our forefathers had no access to federal support and therefore no need to write applications, no peer review, no progress reports, and no competitive renewal; today's investigators, largely underwritten by the federal establishment, do all with great frequency. While there is great merit in compelling the investigator to crystalize his thoughts, describe his hypothesis and means for answering it, reduce his plan to paper, and defend it before his peers, it is germane to point out that only the individual with results to show can write a strong application. Yet in most cases research cannot be initiated unless the monies are provided in advance. Therefore the system tends to eliminate new or deviant ideas and/or the individual with no track record-fostering conservatism and, in the opinion of many, constricted thinking. Yet the peer review system is the best possible means for quality assurance and alternative systems would allow political pressure or special pleading. We must recognize both extremes, each with its shortcomings, and chart a careful course between them.

**Grants to Individuals or Centers**

The individually initiated research grant is and must remain the foundation upon which applied programs are built. Only by increasing our fund of new knowledge can new knowledge be acquired. However the individual research grant has the potential for isolating its recipient from his colleagues in other disciplines. 2, 3 In the pursuit of new discoveries and continued funding, he must produce at a high rate results which can be assessed by his peers, most of whom are also his competitors working in the same area. Judgements can be simple. A NIH priority score of 170 often means no money and possibly the end of a research career, pitting colleagues against one another in a competitive way, creating the antithesis of research which is the free exchange of information.

In contrast, the program project approach is constructed on the theory that the total of the cooperative research effort will be greater than the sum of its individual components. A center forces interaction between basic and clinical researchers and establishes a climate of creative collaboration. 4, 5 It is worth noting that individual project applications are rarely site visited but that the program projects generally are, so that writing skills and production of data are the only measures assessed in the former. This dichotomy and its effect upon research needs further consideration. 4

**Targeted Monies**

One might ask why so little of our gross national product goes into biomedical research and environmental preservation and so much into weapons. By far one of the most important questions of our era, it is nevertheless too complex a subject for this short consideration of research programming. More to the point is the realization that in only some circumstances is there a relationship between the socioeconomic effects of a disease and the sums invested in seeking to reduce its impact. 6, 8 Although we put enormous investment of scarce research funds in efforts to control our most common killers, heart disease and cancer, the funds designated for the third and fourth ranking, stroke and trauma, are less than the cost of one small jet aircraft (table 1).

---

**Table 1: Leading Diseases and the Research Investment in Millions of 1980 Dollars**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of disorder</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Research investment by NIH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Cancer</td>
<td>8,963</td>
<td>23,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Motor vehicle injuries</td>
<td>6,653</td>
<td>13,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Heart disease</td>
<td>3,472</td>
<td>15,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Stroke</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>5,698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Derived from 1975 costs using the following assumptions: 1) The incidence of the four conditions is unchanged; 2) 1975 dollars were inflated using GNP of 127.25 in 1975; 177.36 in 1980. *Modified from Hartunian, Smart, and Thompson. 12

*The investment in stroke research by the American Heart Association was $499,763 in 1981-82.
Regarding stroke and trauma research funding, there is a slim likelihood that more monies will become available because there is no organized public demand for it and also because research ideas are too often poorly presented by clinical investigators. It is simple to say that stroke is a disease of old people who are ready to die and that trauma to the nervous system would largely be avoided if automobile safety were improved and alcoholism controlled. However, fully 25% of strokes occur in people below age 65 and 20% are employed when stroke occurs. Furthermore trauma will remain the greatest cause of disability and death in our young adult population. Investigators devoted to stroke and nervous system trauma research must make their cause known because a vocal constituency is the key to research funding.

Consider the Federal War on Cancer. It was politically mandated using the premise that if the nation invested enough money and directed sufficient scientific effort, we would conquer cancer just as we had constructed the atomic bomb and had propelled man to the moon. Have the results been commensurate with the investment? So far it seems not, but is our time frame appropriate? How long should a billion dollars be invested each year before results are required? Should there be stricter assessment of achievement of interim goals and objectives? 

However, such sustained national efforts can be successful. Remember the poliomyelitis epidemics and the March of Dimes — very relevant in the centennial year of Franklin D. Roosevelt. It is truly a monument to the American way, volunteerism, funding of scientists by private philanthropy, and a targeted research effort. The total time was barely 20 years and the investment was 41 million pre-inflation dollars.

What Are The Ingredients For Setting Up a Successful Center? Do Centers Have Life Cycles?

Let us consider these two questions as they relate to research, the generation of new ideas and their impact on training and the institution. Generally center grantees are a more seasoned commodity comprised almost exclusively of established investigators. They may shelter some younger investigators, because of a halo effect for projects which are "not of the first rank." This can help these neophytes initiate a research career. A center becomes a focal point for satellite research and a source of pride for the institution. It gets publicity and draws attention of laymen and professionals to a disease entity, which in turn also attracts young investigators, both to the institution and into the field.

Despite its many shortcomings the most common method for judging production is numbers of publications and literature citations. One must understand however that centers are targeted toward a disease so that they include clinicians who usually publish more slowly than basic scientists, because their effort is also engaged in patient responsibilities and because patient related experiments are harder to design because of ethical and legal restrictions. Furthermore numbers accumulate slowly and statistical conclusions are often very difficult to reach.

One of the most impressive aspects of a center is how it stabilizes personnel, attracts people of diverse interests from many disciplines, and gives them an opportunity to work together. Moreover a center program spawns individual research grants and perhaps even other center programs, because the initial center attracts the critical mass of individuals who begin work and they in turn attract others so that spinoff programs can be initiated.

According to Comroe the essence of a center is cross disciplinary contacts and encouragement of novices under the direction of a leader who is willing to place his personal interest secondary to the development of the group. On the other hand, some centers stretch and perhaps strain the administrative fabric of the institution. They cross departmental lines and vie for space so that departments and their heads may feel threatened. However, these very attributes distinctly improve communication at the operational level between basic and clinical scientists.

There has been a dramatic decline in clinical research and this in turn has had a negative effect upon center programs. Some of the reasons are:

1. Clinical research by its nature is not as scientifically exacting as bench research because patient variables are so difficult to control.
2. Decline in funds for research increases the clinicians commitment to patient care.
3. Ethical and legal strictures and malpractice exposure limit performing research on human beings.
4. Clinicians must have the Ph.D. investigator beside them in order to compete in study sections. However, in clinical departments the Ph.D. has no track for academic advancement. Therefore the best research minds are not attracted to clinical research.
5. There is a dearth of hypotheses and design for testing them because of the multiplicity of variables and the lengthy time frames necessary for investigations on human beings.
6. The technologic explosion exceeds the capacity of one department or discipline to perform research; yet in most institutions, traditional administrative structure impedes multidisciplinary research.

There seems to be a proper size for centers. Mega centers under the direction of one person administering multiple millions of dollars have been severely criticized: huge sums divert too many scarce research dollars into one location; there is no good way to assess the scientific worth of the many projects being performed; the variation in quality is too great; and they develop too much according to the personality, and perhaps the whim, of the program director. Therefore one concludes that there is an ideal size for centers and that their administration must be carefully monitored.

From the institutional point of view, the program project puts so many eggs in one basket that it is a high risk operation. What happens if the program proj-
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ect is not funded? The impact can be as devastating to an institution as the closing of a factory is to a community.

Center grants were first initiated by our predecessors in clinical science as a means for drawing investigators' attention to areas in need of research. They were started not in an environment, in which center applications must face off against individual projects. With the two in head to head competition for the same dollars we ask which is better. The unequivocal answer is that we need both no matter what the relative merits of one or the other mechanism may be! Does good research go unfunded? Not in the past, but definitely so in the present and almost certainly in the future. Are promising young investigators discouraged from the field because of uncertainty of funding? Young scientists considering a career in clinical or basic research express the view, “If the professor can’t get a grant how can I?” and they are abandoning the field.

Comroe recalls that when he first applied for his cardiovascular research institute, the time and energy he spent for producing the application to assemble 50 scientists was far less than an individual investigator now puts into preparing a request for a small sum. The system has gone awry because there is no relationship between the time and effort invested in preparing the application and the sum for which one asks. He and others note an increasingly important problem in today's short term funding of research; three years is simply not long enough for centers to develop programs, to have accomplishments and for site visit teams to assess progress and their potential for the future accurately. Many use the Rockefeller Institute as an example of an ideal cross disciplinary institution with enormous research accomplishments. It is said that the greatest reason for its success has been stable funding, careful selection of scientists from multiple disciplines housed together and allowed to interact. It has proved to be excellent climate in which to train young investigators by having them rub shoulders with scientists with broad ranging ideas.

In summary, one may say that the balanced research portfolio is made for the cautious, that the center has the most likelihood for approach to a clinically related goal because it forces cross-fertilization among disciplines as well as development of young investigators with novel ideas, and that, unless there is a rapid infusion of funds which will attract young clinical investigators, research in the fields of stroke and nervous system trauma is in danger of foundering.
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